
01. Navy silk curtains, custom pendant lighting, a leather chair and a custom rug come together to create a luxurious space in this town house. 
02. A downtown loft kitchen with a masterful mix of materials is highly functional. 03. The center of this young family’s Southampton weekend 
retreat maintains a crisp palette, with a mix of calm and playful furnishings that bring color and interest to the home. 04. The dining space in this 
Tribeca loft has a sense of drama, with its blackened-steel fireplace, Nero Marquina Saarinen dining table and large pendant light. 
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“We design elegant, 
authentic and 
balanced spaces.”
Ask the Expert 
 
What is inspiring you now? 
We love to travel and are inspired by 
creative thinkers, architects and 
designers working and innovating in 
their communities. We also seek out 
local artisans who are pushing the limits 
of their craft. 

How would you describe  
your clientele?
Our clients include professionals in 
music, film, entertainment and the arts, 
as well as finance and law. We also work 
with educational institutions. 

Is your work easily recognizable?  
Why or why not? 
Our work is recognizable for its 
simplicity, clarity, thoughtful use of 
materials and timelessness. 

Excellence, precision and craftsmanship are the core values by which Reade Street Studio’s 
pre-eminent design team works. Jason Michael Fay and Aimee Lopez became friends while 
working at an architecture firm in New York City. After parting ways and pursuing separate 
careers for a time, they decided to once again join forces and founded Reade Street Studio. 
Since its inception, the full-service design firm has built a diverse body of work that includes 
ground-up construction, loft renovations and single-family town houses. With projects 
throughout New York, from the Upper East Side to the Catskills to the Hamptons, the firm 
has been hailed for its ability to achieve the nuances of any style while adding touches 
personal to the client. Yet, Fay points to modernism in architecture and design as a favorite, 
saying, “It offers a timelessness and an open canvas for exploration.” Focused on building 
client relationships and establishing a clear vision for each project, Fay, Lopez and their team 
enjoy watching the initial design concept and material selections unfold throughout the 
process. “Everything should flow naturally, from pulling together options for materials and 
furniture to seeing the final product,” Lopez says. “We are influenced, moved and impressed 
when a design concept is thoughtfully realized and can stand the test of time.” 
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